
ELECTRIC ADJUSTABLE 
TABLE BASE USER GUIDE



WELCOME TO YOUR ELECTRIC ADJUSTABLE TABLE 
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT GUIDE

 A. UP
 B. DOWN
 M. SETTING
 1. MEMORY 1
 2. MEMORY 2
 3. MEMORY 3

MANUAL HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Press and hold UP/DOWN arrow to 
adjust height of the top.

PRE-PROGRAMMED HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Raise or lower table to pre-programmed height. 

Press and hold button          ,           , or

Once the surface reaches the pre-set height, the table will 
stop moving.

*Number button must be held until the surface reaches the 
pre-set height. When the button is release, the surface will 
stop moving.

POWER SAVING MODE
The programmable Switch goes into a low power 
consumption mode after 30-60 seconds of non-use.   

To reactivate the Switch, press the up or down button and 
then choose the memory setting.
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SETTING PRE-PROGRAMMED HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
When setting the three memory options of the Digital 
Switch, it is IMPORTANT to listen to the tones coming from 
the Control Box.

1. Press the               button approximately 5 seconds.
 a. Two short beeps followed by a CONTINUOUS beep.
 Continuous beep (beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep) tone will 
 be heard continually during programming.

2. Press               to move surface up to 1st preferred height.

3. Press               to set.

4. Press               to move surface up to 2nd preferred height.

5. Press               to set.

6. Press               to move surface up to 3rd preferred height.

7. Press               to set.

8. Press the                button approximately 5 seconds.
 a. Continuous beep tone will stop.

9. The memory settings are now complete.
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WATCH THE VALUE ELECTRIC 
USER GUIDE VIDEO HERE



ELECTRIC ADJUSTABLE TABLE BASE 
TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

1. Ensure the Surface is completely level.
2. Disconnect all cables and A/C power cord.
3. Reconnect cables and then A/C power cord.
4. CONFIRM all cables are plugged in TIGHTLY.
    (Up/Down movement can loosen the cords).
5. STOP
6. Ensure the On/Off switch is in ON position.
7. PERFORM ZERO SETTING AND INITIALIZATION
 a. Hold BOTH Up and Down buttons for 10 seconds.  
      Base will start to lower.
 b. A click will be heard once the base reaches the 
      lowest position and movement will stop.
 c. DO NOT release buttons until the base has stopped
     moving completely. 
8. Base can now be adjusted to desired height.

IF ONE OF THE LEGS IS STILL NOT WORKING...

1. Remove and switch the two motor cables which are 
     connected to the legs.
2. STOP
3. Follow ZERO SETTING AND INITIALIZATION in Step 7 above.
4. If the non-functioning leg is working, but the other is no 
    longer working:
 a. the CONTROL UNIT is causing the issue.
5. If the non-functioning leg is still not working after switching
    the cables:
 a. the LEG is causing the issue.
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